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Validation of the effective conversion method in the reactor antineutrino flux calculation is examined
using the ab initio calculation of the electron and antineutrino spectra from the state-of-the-art nuclear
database. It turns out that neglecting the shape variation of beta decay branches between the allowed and
forbidden transitions would induce significant bias in the total inverse-beta-decay yields and energy
spectral distributions. We propose a new realization of the conversion method with both the allowed and
forbidden virtual branches, and apply it to both the simulated data from the nuclear database and real data
from the fission measurements at Institut Laue-Langevin by virtue of statistical properties of the allowed
and forbidden decays in the database. Two kinds of dominant uncertainty sources are identified and it turns
out that the new realization of the conversion calculation can largely reduce the rate and spectral bias and
thus present a reliable prediction of the antineutrino fluxes if accurate beta decay information is available in
the high end point energy range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron antineutrinos from nuclear reactors have played
important roles in the history of neutrino physics for
studying fundamental properties of neutrinos (see the
reviews in Refs. [1–3]). The reactor antineutrinos are
produced in the beta decays of fission fragments associated
with four main fissionable isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and
241Pu. There are two methods to obtain a direct calculation
of the antineutrino fluxes from these isotopes. One can
either employ the ab initio method [4–12] by a direct
summation of the antineutrino energy spectrum in the beta
decay of each fission fragment from the state-of-the-art
nuclear database, or apply the effective method with a
conversion procedure [13–17] based on the measurement of
the integral electron energy spectrum for the main fission-
able isotopes. However, the reliability and accuracy of
the isotopic flux calculations should be carefully examined
in order to resolve the reactor antineutrino rate and
spectral anomalies [18–23] and serve for the neutrino mass
hierarchy measurement in future reactor antineutrino
experiments [24].

There are more than 6000 beta decay transitions of the
fission fragments contributing to each of the four fission-
able isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu. In the ab initio
summation method, the fission yields and the beta decay
information of fission fragments are the prerequisite to
calculate the isotopic neutrino fluxes. Therefore, the
accuracy of the calculation resides in the uncertainties in
the fission yield and beta decay information. The fission
yields have been evaluated by different international
nuclear databases, but large uncertainties and even their
incompleteness for many important fragments are still a
problem for the current nuclear databases. As for the beta
decay information, the initial and final state quantum
numbers as well as their decaying branching ratios are
needed to characterize the beta decay spectra and calculate
the antineutrino flux of each fission fragment, which,
however, are not always known for all the fragments.
To overcome the aforementioned problems of the ab ini-

tio method, an effective conversion method has been
developed thanks to the measurements of aggregate elec-
tron spectra associated with the thermal neutron induced
fission of 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu at Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL), Grenoble, France, in the 1980s [13–15], and the fast
neutron induced fission of 238U at FRMII in Garching,
Germany, in 2011 [17]. Since electron antineutrinos and
electrons are simultaneously produced in one single beta
decay branch, the isotopic antineutrino fluxes are then
obtained with the conversion method by assuming a set of
virtual beta decay branches and fitting the electron spectra
of fission isotopes to be consistent with the corresponding
measurements. In this method, the shape characteristics and
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the relation between the nuclear charge number and the end
point energy of the beta decay branches are important
uncertainty sources in the calculations of the isotopic
antineutrino fluxes. In previous publications, the reliability
and accuracy of the conversion method have been tested
with the assumption of allowed beta decay transitions for
all the virtual branches [16,25]. However, this simple
treatment has been challenged by the incompatibility of
the total inverse-beta-decay rate and energy spectrum
between the theoretical calculations and experimental
measurements [18–23]. Moreover, according to the current
nuclear database the beta decay branches of the first
forbidden type contribute to around 30% of the total
branches [26,27] in each fission isotope and they may
induce a large uncertainty [26–30] in the antineutrino flux
predictions.
In this work, we plan to make a systematic test for the

reliability and accuracy of the effective conversion using
the state-of-the-art ab initio calculation of the electron and
antineutrino spectra as the reference flux model of electrons
and antineutrinos from the fission isotopes. We first show
that the systematic uncertainty of model predictions can be
controlled better than 1% if all the transitions are assumed
to be allowed in both the reference model calculation and
the conversion procedure. However, significant bias is
observed in the high energy range of the antineutrino
spectrum if the shape factor for the forbidden beta decay is
considered in the construction of the reference model but all
the virtual branches are taken as allowed in the conversion.
Furthermore, we propose a new realization of the con-
version method with both the allowed and forbidden virtual
branches, and apply to both the simulated data from the
nuclear database and real data from the fission measure-
ments at ILL by virtue of the statistical properties of the
allowed and forbidden decays in the nuclear database. Two
kinds of dominant uncertainty sources are identified and it
turns out that one could largely reduce the bias of
neglecting forbidden transitions and achieve a reliable
reactor antineutrino flux calculation if the types and their
ratios of the first forbidden beta decays are accurately
known in a statistical way.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review

the description of beta decays and the characteristics of the
beta decay energy spectrum. Then we make the validation
test of the conversion method using the state-of-the-art
nuclear database and propose a new realization of the
conversion calculation in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we apply the
new realization of the conversion calculation to the ILL
235U beta spectrum. Finally the concluding remarks are
presented in Sec. V.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE BETA DECAY SPECTRUM

Since both the ab initio summation method and effective
conversion method need an accurate description of the

energy spectrum of a single beta decay, in this section, we
plan to review the analytical formulation of the beta decay
theory. It is well known that the electron spectrum shape of
one beta decay branch can be expressed as [31]

NβðEeÞ ¼ KpeEeðE0 − EeÞ2FðZ; EeÞCðZ; EeÞ
× ½1þ δðZ; A; EeÞ�; ð1Þ

where K is the normalization factor, Ee and pe are the
electron energy and momentum, E0 is the total energy
release in the beta decay, and E0 −me, with me being the
electron mass, is usually defined as the end point energy
and denotes the maximal energy that the antineutrino can
carry in the decay process. FðZ; EeÞ is the Fermi function
describing the effect of the Coulomb field on the outgoing
electron, CðZ; EeÞ is shape factor accounting for the energy
and momentum dependence of nuclear matrix elements,
and δðZ; A; EeÞ describes the corrections to the spectrum
shape including finite size (FS) correction, weak magnet-
ism (WM) correction and radiative corrections, where Z
and A are the charge and nucleon numbers of the daughter
nucleus. The form of shape factor CðZ; EeÞ depends on the
beta decay transition type. For the allowed transition,
CðZ; EeÞ ¼ 1, but it is more complex for the forbidden
transitions whose expressions are different according to the
corresponding transition operators.
For reactor antineutrinos from beta decays of fission

fragments, the beta-decaying nuclei have large Z values and
thus the Coulomb potentials are very strong. Therefore the
energy levels which can undergo the Fermi transitions
between the mother and daughter nuclei are much higher
compared to the ground levels of mother nuclei. Meanwhile,
the Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions are energetically possible
and will be discussed in the current manuscript.
The expression of Fermi function is

FðZ; EeÞ ¼ 2ðγ þ 1Þð2peRÞ2ðγ−1Þeπy
���� Γðγ þ iyÞ
Γð2γ þ 1Þ

����
2

ð2Þ

with γ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ðαZÞ2

p
and y ¼ αZEe=pe, where α is the

fine structure constant, R is the nuclear radius and is given
as a function of A, that is [32]

R ¼ 1.121A1=3 þ 2.426A−1=3 − 6.614A−1; ð3Þ

in units of fm.
The radiative corrections are different for the electron

and antineutrino. Therefore, to obtain the antineutrino
spectrum, it not only requires to substitute Eν̄ ¼ E0 − Ee
in Eq. (1), but also to change the radiative correction from
the electron to the antineutrino one. The radiative correc-
tions to electron and antineutrino spectrum are [33,34]

δeQED ¼ α

2π
gðEe; E0Þ; δν̄QED ¼ α

2π
hðEe; E0Þ; ð4Þ
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with

gðEe; E0Þ ¼ 3 ln
�
MN

me

�
−
3

4
þ 4

�
tanh−1β

β
− 1

��
E0 − Ee

3Ee
−
3

2
þ ln

�
2ðE0 − EeÞ

me

��

þ 4

β
L

�
2β

1þ β

�
þ 1

β
tanh−1β

�
2ð1þ β2Þ þ ðE0 − EeÞ2

6E2
e

− 4tanh−1β

�
; ð5Þ

hðÊ; E0Þ ¼ 3 ln

�
MN

me

�
þ 23

4
þ 8

β
L

�
2β̂

1þ β̂

�
þ 8

�
tanh−1 β̂

β̂
− 1

�
ln

�
2Ê β̂

me

�
þ 4

tanh−1 β̂

β̂

�
7þ 3β̂2

8
− 2 tanh−1 β̂

�
; ð6Þ

where LðxÞ is defined as LðxÞ ¼ R
x
0 dt=t ln ð1 − tÞ,

β ¼ pe=Ee, Ê ¼ E0 − Eν̄, β̂ ¼ p̂=Ê with p̂ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ê2 −m2

e

p
,

MN and me are nucleon and electron mass, respectively.
In the order of αZ, the FS correction to the Fermi

function of the allowed Gamow-Teller (GT) beta decays is
given as [26,35]

δFS ¼ −
3

2
Zαhrið2Þ

�
Ee −

Eν

27
þ m2

e

3Ee

�
; ð7Þ

where hrið2Þ ¼ ð36=35ÞR, if the weak and charge densities
are assumed to be uniformly distributed with the radius of
R. Because the FS correction is operator dependent, it is
difficult to derive a general and correct expression for all
the transitions and there has not been a satisfactory FS
correction for the first forbidden transitions. Thus through-
out this work, the correction for the allowed GT beta decay
as in Eq. (7) will be applied to all transitions, including the
forbidden ones.
The WM correction is induced by the interference

between the magnetic moment distribution of the vector
current and the spin distribution of the axial current [27,36].

Therefore, it is also true that different transition types have
different WM corrections. We directly take the WM
corrections from Ref. [26], which are listed in the final
column of Table I, where μν ¼ 4.7 is the nucleon isovector
magnetic moment, MN is the nucleon mass, and gA is the
axial vector coupling constant.
Now we come to the form of the shape factor CðZ; EeÞ

for forbidden transitions. In our calculation, all the for-
bidden transitions are taken as the first forbidden GT
transitions and we consider three main and representative
first forbidden GT transitions as listed in the second, third
and fourth rows of Table I: the nonunique first forbidden
GT transition withΔJπ ¼ 0−, the nonunique first forbidden
GT transition with ΔJπ ¼ 1−, and the unique first for-
bidden GT transition with ΔJπ ¼ 2−. In Table I, we list two
different calculations of the shape factor CðZ; EeÞ in the
fourth and fifth columns by considering the electron wave
function in the plane wave approximation (PWA) at the
nuclear radius [26] or using the exact relativistic calculation
(ERC) of the Dirac wave function [29] respectively. In the
latter exact relativistic calculation, the lowest terms of
several Fermi-like functions are introduced and can be
written as follows [29]:

F̃p3=2
ðEe; RÞ ≃ F1ðE; ZÞ=F0ðE; ZÞ;

F̃p1=2
ðEe; RÞ ≃

��
αZ
2

þ EeR
3

�
2

þ
�
meR
3

�
2

−
2m2

eR
3Ee

�
αZ
2

þ EeR
3

��
=j21ðpeRÞ;

F̃sp1=2
ðEe; RÞ ≃

��
αZ
2

þ EeR
3

�
−
m2

eR
3Ee

�
=ðj0ðpeRÞj1ðpeRÞÞ; ð8Þ

where F0ðE; ZÞ ¼ 2=ð1þ γÞFðE; ZÞ [37], and F1ðE; ZÞ
are the Fermi functions defined in Ref. [38], j0ðpeRÞ and
j1ðpeRÞ are the spherical Bessel functions.
To show the effect of different shape factors on the beta

decay spectrum, we consider a hypothetical transition with
Z ¼ 47, A ¼ 117 and E0 −me ¼ 10 MeV, by assuming
the allowed GT transition or different types of forbidden
transitions. Comparisons between the antineutrino energy
spectra of the allowed and forbidden beta decay are shown

in Fig. 1, where the FS, WM and radiative corrections have
also been taken into account. The ratios between the
allowed and forbidden spectra are shown in the corre-
sponding lower panel below the energy spectrum plots.
From the figure, one can observe that the spectrum of the
first forbidden GT 0− transition agrees with that of the
allowed transition at the level of better than 2%, but those of
the first forbidden GT 1− and 2− transitions deviate
significantly from the shape of the allowed beta decay,
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where the ratios can be as large as a factor of 2 or 3. One
should also note that for the first forbidden GT 1− transition
there is a large discrepancy between the beta decay spectra
of the plane wave approximation and exact relativistic
calculation, where a double peak feature is observed in the
case of the plane wave approximation, which seems to be
not realistic. In the following, we shall use the shape factors
CðZ;EeÞ of the exact relativistic calculation to describe the
beta decay spectra of first forbidden transitions.
The case of ERC can be restored to PWA when one

makes the approximation of αZ → 0 and neglects high
order terms of peR. Taking the extreme case with Z ¼ 47,
A ¼ 117 and E0 −me ¼ 10 MeV, one can calculate that
αZ ≃ 0.34 and peR ≃ 0.32, which turns out to be a large
effect and should be carefully included in the shape factor
calculations. Regarding the uncertainty of the ERC shape
factor, one can anticipate it may reach around 10% for the
extreme case. However since reactor antineutrinos are the

summation of all the beta decays, and considering the
suppression effects from the fission fraction and branching
ratio as well as the smaller nuclear charge Z and end point
energy, the real uncertainty from the shape factor should be
much smaller than 10%. An actual evaluation should be
obtained by the direct uncertainty propagation, and
possible correlation should also be carefully treated.

III. VALIDATION USING THE NUCLEAR
DATABASE

In this section, the validation test for the conversion
calculation of the isotopic antineutrino fluxes will be
constructed using the state-of-the-art nuclear database,
where the cumulative fission yield data are from the
Evaluated Nuclear Data File B.VIII.0, and the beta decay
information are from the database of the Evaluated
Nuclear Structure Data Files. We first employ the ab initio

N
E

N
E

N
E

EEE

FIG. 1. The antineutrino spectra with different decay transition types with Z ¼ 47, A ¼ 117 for the daughter nucleus and
E0 −me ¼ 10 MeV. The left, middle and right panels are for the cases of forbidden GT transitions of 0−, 1− and 2− respectively. The
black lines are the shape of allowed GT transitions. The red dotted and blue dashed lines stand for the spectra obtained in the plane wave
approximation (PWA) and the exact relativistic calculation (ERC) of the Dirac wave function respectively. The ratios between the
allowed and forbidden spectra are also shown in the corresponding lower panels.

TABLE I. The shape factors CðZ;EeÞ and WM corrections for the allowed and first forbidden GT transitions. The fourth and sixth
columns are the shape factor calculated with the plane wave approximation and WM corrections respectively [26], and the fifth column
is the shape factor using the exact relativistic calculation of the Dirac wave function [29].

Shape factor CðEeÞ

Classification ΔJπ Operator
Plane wave

approximation
Exact relativistic

calculation WM correction δWMðEeÞ
Allowed GT 1þ Σ≡στ 1 1 2

3
μν−1=2
MNgA

ðEeβ
2−EνÞ

Nonunique first
forbidden GT

0− ½Σ;r�0− p2
eþE2

νþ2β2EνEe E2
νþp2

eF̃p1=2
þ2peEνF̃sp1=2

0

Nonunique first
forbidden GT

1− ½Σ;r�1− p2
eþE2

ν− 4
3
β2EνEe E2

νþ 2
3
p2
eF̃p1=2

þ 1
3
p2
eF̃p3=2

− 4
3
peEνF̃sp1=2

μν−1=2
MNgA

ðEeβ
2−EνÞðp2

eþE2
νÞþ2β2EeEνðEν−EeÞ=3

p2
eþE2

ν−4β2EνEe=3

Unique first
forbidden GT

2− ½Σ;r�2− p2
eþE2

ν E2
νþp2

eF̃p3=2
3
5
μν−1=2
MNgA

ðEeβ
2−EνÞðp2

eþE2
νÞþ2β2EeEνðEν−EeÞ=3
p2
eþE2

ν
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summation calculation to generate the reference models of
isotopic fluxes for the antineutrino and electron. The beta
decay spectrum described in Eq. (1) will be used for each
branch of the fission fragments. We generate two groups of
reference isotopic flux models for the antineutrino and
electron, one assuming all the branches belong to the
allowed GT transition, and the other one considering the
shape factor CðZ; EeÞ shown in Table I according to
the beta decay property of each branch. In the conversion
method, we use the isotopic electron fluxes as the mock
data to carry out the conversion procedure from the electron
to antineutrino energy spectra. Then the converted anti-
neutrino fluxes will be compared with the original isotopic
antineutrino fluxes in the reference model in order to test
the reliability and accuracy of the conversion method itself.
In this work we shall always present the results of 235U. The
cases for 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu have been tested and the
conclusion turns out to be consistent with that of 235U.

A. Statistical properties of the beta decay database

In the effective conversion calculation, one usually
assumes a set of virtual beta decay branches in order to
fit with the isotopic electron fluxes. Since the virtual branch
does not correspond to a real beta decay in the nuclear
database, typical decay characteristics, including the end
point energy, the nuclear charge number, or even the type of
forbiddenness, should be assigned to the virtual beta decay
according to the statistical properties of the database.
In the state-of-the-art nuclear database there are more

than 6000 beta decay transitions of the fission fragments
contributing to the fission isotopes, among which around
30% are considered as the forbidden transitions. In the
database, the beta decay type can be distinguished as
allowed, nonunique forbidden and unique forbidden tran-
sitions. Our selection of the transition type is based on the
following strategy. We first treat the transitions with full
spin-parity information of both the mother and daughter
nuclei. Then if multiple spin-parity information is provided
for the final state, we choose the first one as our default
selection. Finally when the spin-parity information is not
available, we simply group the beta decay decay as the
GT allowed one. The discrimination between GT 0− and
GT 1− is expected to be one of the main uncertainties of the
conversion method.
Based on the beta decay and fission yield information of

235U, we present the relative ratios of different beta decay
transitions as the function of the end point energy for each
1MeVenergy interval in Fig. 2, where the relative ratios are
calculated using the weighted summation of the fission
yield times branching ratio of each branch in the end point
energy interval.
Next we need the relation between the nuclear charge

number Z of the daughter nucleus and the end point energy
E0 −me which plays a significant role in the effective
conversion calculation [25]. The distributions of Z with

respect to E0 −me are shown in Fig. 3 for the fission
isotope 235U, where in the left panel all the decay branches
are assumed to be the allowed GT transition, and in the
right panel the results for the allowed and forbidden
transitions are illustrated separately. Here we combine
the unique and nonunique forbidden transitions for sim-
plicity. In each energy bin, the effective nuclear charge
number Z̄ is calculated as [16,25]

Z̄ðE0Þ ¼
P

A;ZYðA; Z − 1ÞPibiðEi
0ÞZP

A;ZYðA; Z − 1ÞPibiðEi
0Þ

; ð9Þ

in which Y is the fission yield corresponding to the mother
nucleus of the beta decay with A and Z − 1, Ei

0 is the total
energy release in the decay branch, and then Ei

0 −me is the
corresponding end point energy, bi is the branching ratio of
the ith branch for the nucleus with Ei

0 in the selected energy
bin of E0. We use a second-order polynomial to fit the
effective nuclear charge number as the function of the end
point energy,

Z̄ðE0Þ ¼ a0 þ a1ðE0 −meÞ þ a2ðE0 −meÞ2; ð10Þ

where fitting curves are shown in the left and right panels of
Fig. 3, and the corresponding coefficients are summarized
in Table II. Note that for a nuclear charge number the
forbidden transition tends to have larger end point energy
compared to the allowed transition. It seems that coef-
ficients for the case of taking all the branches as allowed are
rather different from those in Refs. [16,25]. In our study, Z̄
is the charge of the daughter nucleus, while in Refs. [16,25]
it is the charge of the mother nucleus. Considering this
difference, our Z̄ðE0Þ curve agrees with that in Ref. [16]
within 0.5 unit of Z̄ above 2 MeV, which mainly comes
from different versions of the nuclear database. In the next
two subsections, we shall present two different realizations
of the conversion calculations. In Sec. III B, the conversion

FIG. 2. The relative ratios of different beta decay transitions as
the function of the end point energy for the 235U fission isotope.
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calculation assumes all the virtual branches are the allowed
GT transition, thus the fitting curve in the left panel of
Fig. 3 will be employed. This realization has been widely
used in previous calculations [16,25] but its reliability is
challenged by the recent observed reactor rate and spectral
anomalies [18–23]. Thus a new realization of the con-
version calculation will be presented in Sec. III C consid-
ering the energy spectra of virtual branches from both the
allowed and forbidden beta decays, in which the Z̄ðE0Þ and
E0 −me relations in the right panel of Fig. 3 will be used.

B. Conversion with allowed virtual branches

In the conversion calculation of the isotopic antineutrino
flux of 235U, we need the ab initio calculations of the
isotopic electron and antineutrino fluxes, and treat the
electron spectrum as the mock data to make the conversion
calculation. The electron and antineutrino spectra are
generated in 50 keV bins in the energy range from 0 to
10 MeV, namely, 200 data points for one single spectrum.
The number of virtual branches is determined by the
number of total data points and the number of data points
for each branch. We have compared the performance of
different grouping methods and demonstrated that four data
points are the optimal choice for the whole region of the
electron spectrum. Then 50 virtual beta decay branches of

the allowed GT transition will be used to convert the
electron spectrum to the antineutrino spectrum. To test the
reliability and accuracy of the conversion procedure, we
use four kinds of treatments regarding the forbiddenness of
the decay branches in the ab initio calculations. First we
follow the assumption in Refs. [16,25] and take all the
branches to be allowed GT transition (case A), Moreover,
both the allowed and forbidden transitions will be consid-
ered in the ab initio calculations, assuming the nonunique
forbidden decays belong to the GT 0− transition (case B) or
the GT 1− transition (case C) or a mixture of GT 0− and 1−

transition (case D). Meanwhile, the unique forbidden
decays are taken as the GT 2− transition for all the three
conversion scenarios.
The conversion procedure is briefly described as follows.

We first divide the whole energy range of the electron
spectrum into 50 equal-size energy intervals. Starting from
the interval of highest energies in the electron energy
spectrum, we fit the electron spectrum in this window using
a description of the beta decay according to Eq. (1)
including two free parameters, namely the normalization
and end point energy. The nuclear charge number is
calculated using the second-order polynomial in the left
panel of Fig. 3. The antineutrino energy spectrum in this
window is obtained by the substitution of Eν̄ ¼ E0 − Ee
and a replacement of the radiative corrections from the
electron to antineutrino one as in Eq. (4). Next we are going
to move to the second energy interval next to the first one.
After the best-fit electron spectrum in the previous energy
window is properly removed, a fit to the electron spectrum
in this window is achieved using a new beta decay shape
function with two free parameters. Then the same pro-
cedure is repeated for all the intervals in the order from the
high to low energies. Finally the fitted electron and
converted antineutrino spectra are obtained with a direct

TABLE II. The coefficients for the polynomial fit of the
effective nuclear charge number as the function of the end point
energy E0 −me.

a0 a1 (MeV−1) a2 (MeV−2)

All 51.3374 −1.00324 −0.0363509
Allowed 51.9464 −2.40159 0.0873305
Forbidden 55.6795 −1.66458 −0.0116643

FIG. 3. The relation between the effective nuclear charge number Z̄ and end point energy E0 −me for the 235U fission isotope. All the
decay branches are assumed to be the allowed GT transition in the left panel, and the results for the allowed and forbidden transitions are
illustrated separately in the right panel. The second-order polynomial curves are fitted as the dashed or dashed and dash-dotted lines in
the left and right panels.
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summation of the individual electron or antineutrino
spectrum of each virtual beta branch. To suppress the
spurious fluctuation, a rebinning average process from the
50 keV bins to 250 keV bins has been applied to the
converted antineutrino spectrum.
To test the degrees of consistency in the conversion

method, the ratios of the true electron or antineutrino
spectra of the ab initio calculations to the corresponding
converted spectra are calculated and illustrated in Fig. 4,
where for all the cases the converted electron spectra are
in perfect agreement with the ab initio calculations, and
thus demonstrating the excellent fitting quality for all the
conversions. Note we only show results in the energy range
from 1.8 to 8 MeV, which is relevant to the current
measurements of antineutrino spectra.
Next let us focus on the converted antineutrino spectra.

For case A when the ab initio calculation is constructed
by assuming all the decay branches are the allowed GT
transition, a reliable antineutrino spectrum has been
achieved with the accuracy better than 1% in the whole
energy range from 1.8 to 8 MeV in the first panel of Fig. 4,
which turns out to be consistent with the conclusion in
Refs. [16,25]. In the realistic calculation there are as many
as 30% of the decay branches being different types of
forbidden transitions, the bias induced by the misdescrip-
tion of beta decay spectra in the allowed virtual branches of
the conversions are shown in the second, third and fourth
panels of Fig. 4. We observe that in general the bias is
negligible below 3 MeV and start to increase as the energy
grows, but the sizes and shape features are very different for
cases B, C, and D. The deviation is around 2% for case B,
and can reach 50% and 30% for cases C and D, where the
GT 1− transition contributes to 100% and 50% of the
nonunique forbidden decays. We can have a more clear
view on the effects of different forbidden transitions by
combining the unique and nonunique forbidden decays and
assuming the pure GT 0−, 1−, or 2− transition for all the
forbidden decays, where the results are respectively shown
as the black curves in the upper, middle and lower panels of
Fig. 5. It is obvious that the largest deviations are 1%, 55%
and 5% for the GT 0−, 1−, and 2− transitions, respectively.
One should note that the actual size of the shape deviation
strongly depends on the percentage and ratios of different
forbidden transitions. Qualitatively speaking, our conclu-
sions here are consistent with the conclusion in Ref. [26],
but our analysis is self-consistent and based on the state-of-
the-art nuclear database.
The very distinct effects of different forbidden transitions

can be understood using their spectral characteristics shown
in Fig. 1. The shape difference between the GT allowed and
forbidden 0− transitions is only at the 5% level and thus it is
reasonable to have a 1% deviation in the converted anti-
neutrino spectrum. The shape variation is dramatic for the
GT 1− and 2− transitions but their effects on converted
antineutrino spectra are very different. The reason lies in

the shape of spectral ratios in Fig. 1, where it is similar to
parabolic curve for the GT 2− transition but it is a mono-
tonically decreasing function for theGT1− transition. For the
former case, the shape variation is localized and when fitted
to the electron spectrum the bias can be largely reduced by
tuning the normalization factors of virtual beta decays. On
the other hand, it is not possible to significantly compensate
the bias of the shape variation for the latter case since the
monotonic shape variation of each virtual branch will have
divergent contributions to the whole energy range.

C. Conversion with both allowed and forbidden
virtual branches

In the conversion calculation of the isotopic antineutrino
fluxes, neglecting shape variation of beta decay branches
between the allowed and forbidden transitions would
induce significant bias in the total inverse-beta-decay yields
and energy spectral distributions. Therefore, it is very
important to take account of the proper contribution from
forbidden transitions. However, since the virtual branch
does not correspond to a real physical beta decay, one
cannot assign appropriate quantum numbers and physical
parameters to the initial and final nucleus states for one
particular virtual decay branch. In order to obtain suitable
nuclear charge numbers and shape factors for the virtual
branches, we rely on the statistical information of the state-
of-the-art nuclear database.
In principle, we need to distinguish the allowed and all

kinds of forbidden transitions, and to calculate the relative
ratios of all the transition types as functions of the end point
energy, and also the nuclear charge number of each type as
the function of the end point energy. In the current work,
since available information of the latest nuclear database is
still not complete and accurate enough, we combine all the
forbidden transitions and are going to demonstrate the
viability of the new realization of the conversion method
using only two kinds of beta decay modes: the allowed and
forbidden transitions. Therefore, the relation between the
relative ratios of allowed and forbidden transitions and the
end point energy, and that of nuclear charge numbers versus
the end point energy are shown in Fig. 2 and the right panel
of Fig. 3, respectively.
The conversion procedure in the new realization is rather

similar to the one in the previous subsection, so here we
only highlight the main differences of this new method.
First, after selecting an energy interval of the electron
spectrum in each conversion step, we have to decide
whether the virtual decay branch is allowed or forbidden
according to the probability distributions of the relative
ratios as shown in Fig. 2. Then the fitting is done with a
proper shape function of the allowed or forbidden transition
using the correct shape factor and correct relation between
the nuclear charge number and end point energy. Second,
because there are only 50 virtual decay branches for each
time of the conversion, the sampling fluctuation would be
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as

FIG. 4. The ratios of the true electron or antineutrino spectra of the ab initio calculations to the corresponding converted spectra for
235U, where case A assumes all the branches are the allowed GT transition (first panel), and cases B, C, and D assume that the nonunique
forbidden decays are subject to the GT 0− transition (second panel), the GT 1− transition (third panel) or a mixture of GT 0− and 1−

transitions (fourth panel). The unique forbidden decays are taken as the GT 2− transition for the last three cases.
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large for the relation between the relative ratios and end
point energy, so in the conversion, we repeat 100 inde-
pendent conversion calculations and take the average of the
converted antineutrino spectra as the final antineutrino
spectrum of 235U. Finally since we are not going to deal
with the mixture of three different kinds of forbidden
transitions, three extreme cases that all the forbidden

decays are respectively treated as the GT 0−, 1−, or 2−

transition are considered to reveal the advantages of the
new conversion method.
The ratios of the true antineutrino spectra of the ab initio

calculations to the corresponding converted spectra for 235U
in the new conversion method are illustrated in Fig. 5,
where all the forbidden transitions are treated as the GT 0−

FIG. 5. The ratios of the true antineutrino spectra of the ab initio calculations to the corresponding converted spectra for 235U, where all
the forbidden transitions are treated as the GT 0− (upper panel), 1− (middle panel), and 2− (lower panel) transitions respectively. The
cases of conversions with all allowed virtual branches are shown in black lines and the cases of conversions with both allowed and
forbidden virtual branches are shown in red lines. The red shadowed bands are shown as the standard deviations of 100 converted
antineutrino spectra.
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(upper panel), 1− (middle panel), and 2− (lower panel)
transitions respectively. The red shadowed bands are shown
as the standard deviations of 100 converted antineutrino
spectra and can be regarded as one source of the flux
uncertainties. Compared to the conversion with only
allowed virtual branches, a consideration of both allowed
and forbidden virtual branches does significantly improve
the degrees of agreement, in particular for the GT 1−, and
2− transitions. There is also a moderate improvement for
the GT 0− transition, and now the degree of agreement is
better than 1%. For the GT 2− transition, the deviation is
largely reduced to the level of 1% in all the energy range,
and neglecting the forbidden transition would induce an
excess in the high antineutrino energy range. For the GT 1−

transition, it is remarkable to note that the maximal
deviation of around 40% to 50% can be reduced to the
level of 5% for most of the antineutrino energies. Regarding
the uncertainties, we observe that the bandwidths are

correlated with the spectral deviations of neglecting for-
bidden transitions. These uncertainties are around 1% and
3% for the GT 0− and 2− transitions respectively, but for the
case of the GT 1− transitions it grows from around 2% at
2 MeV to larger than 10% at above 6 MeV, which can be
understood by the very distinct spectral features between
allowed and GT 1− beta decays and the limited numbers
of the virtual branches. Since here we only consider the
extreme case, if the GT 1− transition should contribute to
20% of the forbidden decays, the deviation in the current
realization of conversion calculations would be at the level
of better than 1% and the induced uncertainty would be at
the level of 2% at around 6 MeV. As we have explained in
the previous subsection, the shape difference between the
allowed and GT 1− forbidden transitions tends to produce
a large deviation in the converted antineutrino spectrum.
Thus there is still room for the further improvement
regarding the distributions for the ratio of forbiddenness

FIG. 6. The ratios of the converted 235U antineutrino spectra after and before changing the relative ratios in the selected end point
energy windows, where a benchmark requirement of the spectral deviation better than 3% is assumed. The contributions of the allowed
and GT 2− transitions are fixed to their true values of Fig. 2.
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and nuclear charge number in the high end point energy
range because of low statistics and large fluctuations of
these distributions at the high end point energies.
To illustrate the requirement on the ratios of forbidden-

ness, in particular for those between GT 0− and 1−

transitions which are not properly provided in the current
nuclear database, we make a sensitivity study on how the
converted antineutrino spectra depend on the relative ratio
(from 0 to 100%) between the GT 0− and 1− transitions.
Figure 6 shows the ratios of the converted 235U antineutrino
spectra after and before changing the relative ratios in the
selected end point energy windows, where a benchmark
requirement of the spectral deviation better than 3% is
assumed. Each panel from the upper left to the lower right
ones corresponds to the modification of the relative ratio
from the low to high end point energy window respectively.
The contributions of the allowed and GT 2− transitions are
fixed to their true values of Fig. 2. From the figure, one can
observe that, to achieve an accuracy of better than 3%, the
relative ratio between the GT 0− and 1− transitions should
be controlled within the precision of 5%, 16%, 18% and
30% for the end point energy windows of ½i; iþ 1� MeV
(i ¼ 7, 6, 5, 4) respectively. Meanwhile, the relative ratios
between the GT 0− and 1− transitions can be arbitrary under
the condition of better than 3% for the end point energies
below 4 MeV, where the allowed transitions predominately
contribute.
To summarize, one should note that there are two groups

of main uncertainties in the conversion process. The first
one is the variation of different samplings due to limited
virtual branches which can be improved with more accurate
beta spectra and much greater/larger numbers of virtual
branches. The second one is the relative ratios of the
allowed and different forbidden transitions as functions of
the end point energies, and a reliable classification of the
allowed and forbidden transitions in the nuclear database
is required. To achieve this goal, a careful survey on the
beta decay properties of individual decay branch will be

mandatory [39,40], and those with high fission yields, high
branching ratios and high end point energies share the high
priority for the realistic studies.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE ILL BETA SPECTRA

As revealed in the study using the mock data from the
nuclear database, considering the forbidden transition in the
conversion of virtual beta branches can remove the signifi-
cant bias and produce a reliable isotopic antineutrino
spectrum as long as the statistical distributions of different
forbidden transitions are accurately known.However, it is not
the case for the current real situation of the isotopic fission
products. The unknown information on the nonunique
forbidden GT 0− and 1− transitions may induce large
variations to the converted antineutrino spectra and constitute
a large source of the conversion uncertainty. Similar to
Sec. III C, in this section we apply the same conversion
procedure to the measured beta spectra at ILL. We take the
235U beta spectrum fromRef. [41] to illustrate the conversion
properties. Similar results have been obtained for the other
two isotopes 239Pu, 241Pu, and the conclusion remains
unchanged.
In the following calculation, after optimization by

comparing different choices, we employ 24 virtual
branches in the energy range from 1.5 to 8.65 MeV. We
first make the conversion assuming all the virtual branches
are allowed, and the conversion results of the ILL 235U beta
spectrum are shown in Fig. 7. The ratio is defined as the
fitted spectrum to the ILL data for electrons, whereas it is
the ratio of the converted spectrum to the model prediction
of Ref. [16] for antineutrinos. From the figure one can
conclude that the fitted electron and antineutrino spectra
with all allowed virtual branches show excellent agree-
ments with ILL data and previous model prediction within
the 1% and 2% ranges for most of the energies from 1.8 to
8 MeV. These small differences between antineutrino
spectra can be explained by the slightly different Z̄ðE0Þ
relation and different forms of corrections.

Ex

FIG. 7. Conversion results of the ILL 235U beta spectrum using allowed GT transitions. The ratio is defined as the fitted spectrum to the
ILL data for electrons, whereas it is the ratio of the fitted spectrum to the model prediction of Ref. [16] for antineutrinos.
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Next we want to realize the conversion calculation of
the ILL 235U beta spectrum using both the allowed and the
forbidden virtual transitions. For the classification of the
forbidden transitions, we consider three extreme scenarios
of assuming all the forbidden transitions are the GT 0−, 1−

or 2− type respectively. We employ the probability ratio
distributions of the allowed and forbidden transitions in
Fig. 2 to determine the types of virtual beta branches.
Similar to the calculation as in Fig. 5, for each scenario we
repeat the conversion of the ILL 235U beta spectrum 100
times, and take their average as the converted antineutrino
spectrum and the standard deviation as the induced uncer-
tainty by finite numbers of virtual branches, which are

illustrated in Fig. 8, where the first, second, and third panels
are the results for GT 0−, 1−, 2− respectively, and the ratio is
defined as the fitted spectrum to the ILL data for electrons,
and as the converted spectrum using both allowed and
forbidden virtual transitions to the spectrum using only the
allowed transition for antineutrinos.
From Fig. 8, we can learn that the ILL electron spectrum

is fitted very well for all three cases and the behavior of the
converted antineutrino spectra agrees with the results in
Fig. 5. For the GT 0− and GT 2− transitions, the induced
spectral variations are about 1% and 5% respectively,
which are consistent with the evaluation in Ref. [26] that
the uncertainty induced by the inclusion of first forbidden

0

FIG. 8. Conversion results of the ILL 235U beta spectrum using both allowed and forbidden transitions. The first, second, and third
panels are the results for the GT 0−, 1−, 2− respectively, and the ratio is defined as the fitted spectrum to the ILL data for electrons, and as
the converted spectrum using both allowed and forbidden virtual transitions to the spectrum using only the allowed transition for
antineutrinos. The red shadowed bands are shown as the standard deviations of 100 converted antineutrino spectra.
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FIG. 9. Conversion results of the ILL 235U beta spectrum using both allowed and all types of GT 0−, 1−, 2− forbidden transitions. the
ratio is defined as the fitted spectrum to the ILL data for electrons, and as the converted spectrum using both allowed and forbidden
virtual transitions to the spectrum using only the allowed transition for antineutrinos. The red shadowed bands are shown as the standard
deviations of 100 converted antineutrino spectra.
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transitions is about 4%. The GT 1− transition brings the
largest spectral variation into the conversion procedure
which is much larger than the level of 4%. This is mainly
due to the shape factor difference of the GT 1− transition
between the case of PWA used in Ref. [26] and the case of
ERC in the current manuscript. One can refer to Table I and
the middle panel of Fig. 1 for the expressions and energy-
dependent behavior of two kinds of shape factors.
Considering the realistic case as shown in Fig. 2, we are

going to encounter a mixture scenario where GT 0−, 1− and
2− transitions are all involved. To realize a conversion
calculation including all the forbidden transitions, we take
different relative ratios between the GT 0− and 1− tran-
sitions and the contributions of the allowed and GT 2−

transitions are assumed to be fixed as in Fig. 2. We illustrate
the conversion results of the mixture scenarios in Fig. 9,
where the first to fifth panels correspond to the cases that
the GT 1− transition contributes to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
and 50% of the nonunique beta decays. We repeat 100
independent conversion calculations and take the average
and standard deviation as the converted antineutrino
spectrum and the corresponding uncertainty. As the relative
ratio of the GT 1− transition deceases, the spectral deviation
and uncertainty band are both reduced accordingly. From
the current reactor antineutrino measurements, it might be
reasonable to take a 10% spectral deviation from the
allowed-only conversion as the limit for model predictions.
In this circumstance, one may estimate that the contribution
of the GT 1− transition should be less than around 20% in
the total nonunique transitions.
Therefore, in order to obtain accurate isotopic antineu-

trino spectra in the conversion calculation, a prerequisite is
to get accurate statistical information on the beta decay
branches that contribute significantly to the isotopic fission
process, in particular for the most important GT 1−

transition. This requires a careful summary and evaluation
of the beta decay and fission yield information from
different nuclear database and theoretical calculations
which is beyond the scope of the current work and will
be studied elsewhere.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Predicting the isotopic antineutrino fluxes from 235U,
238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu has been always an important task for
reactor antineutrino experiments. In general there are two
categories of predicting methods, where the first one is the
ab initio summation method with the nuclear database, and
the second one is the effective conversion method based on
the measurements of aggregate electron spectra associated
with fission isotopes. However, the appearance of reactor
antineutrino flux and spectral anomalies in current reactor

antineutrino experiments and the severe requirement for
the neutrino mass hierarchy measurement in future reactor
antineutrino experiments have challenged the current
model predictions of the reactor antineutrino fluxes,
and new reliable calculations are required to resolve the
reactor anomalies and serve as standard inputs for future
measurements.
In this work we have examined the reliability and

accuracy of the conversion method using the ab initio
calculations of the electron and antineutrino spectra by
means of the state-of-the-art nuclear database. Furthermore,
we have proposed a new realization of the conversion
calculation with both the allowed and forbidden virtual
branches by virtue of the statistical properties of the
allowed and forbidden decays in the nuclear database.
Applications to both the simulated data of the electron
spectrum from the nuclear database and the real data from
the fission measurement at ILL are also presented, and large
spectral variation has been observed due to different
assumptions of the forbidden virtual branches. We have
observed that neglecting the shape variation of beta decay
branches between the allowed and forbidden transitions
would induce significant bias in the total inverse-beta-
decay yields and energy spectral distributions, among
which the GT 1− forbidden transition has the largest effects
because of the monotonically decreasing shape in the
energy spectral ratio of the forbidden and allowed tran-
sitions. Two kinds of dominant uncertainty sources are
identified and it has been proved that the new conversion
method can reduce the rate and spectral bias and present a
reliable prediction of the antineutrino fluxes as long as we
have accurate measurements of the isotopic electron energy
spectra and reliable statistical information on the relative
ratios and nuclear charge numbers for the selected classi-
fication of the allowed and forbidden decay transitions.
Finally a more specific application of this new conversion
method to the ILL data of aggregate electron spectra and a
complete calculation of the uncertainty associated with the
conversion method require careful evaluations of statistical
properties of beta decay branches, which will be presented
in a separate work in the near future.
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